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LEGION POST AND AUXILIARY HARD TO BEAT

THE LIBERAL DEMOCRAT

SEE GERMANY IN TRADE WAR OF 1921

HENRY FORDSON'S DOWN
BUT CARS NOT REDUCED
SEDI- The price of the Fordson tractor
TOPEKA, Feb. 3. A good live
has been reduced $140, but accord
American Legion post and a Women's GERMAN TRADE KINGS ARE PLANNING BIG INVASION OF WORLD ing
to the announcement, there will SIR MICHAEL O'DWYER, FORMER GOVERNOR OF THE PUNJAB,
MARKETS AND WILL DUMP GOODS AT EXTREMELY LOW
Auxiliary, in those towns whose posts
UTTERS WORD OF WARNING AND ASSERTS RIGOROUS MEASbe no cut in the price of the cars or
PRICES
BRITAIN IS TAKING STEPS TO PROTECT HER MAIN
are fortunate enough to have an auxURES MUST BE TAKEN TO CURB AGITATORS WHO. WITH
trucks.
INDUSTRIES
UNITED STATES WILL SOON HAVE TO ACT.
iliary and they now number 95 in
ENORMOUS FUNDS AT THEIR COMMAND, ARE CARRYING ON A
The Liberal Auto Supply Company
. Kansas
is a combination hard to
CAMPAIGN OF DANGEROUS PROPAGANDA.
' (By International News Service)
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terment. Take Kingman as a perGermany in the trade war of is to protect her industries and pre- stock at the new quotation.
(By International News Service)
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This cost should make business pick
LONDON, Feb. - 3. "Extremists
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the ruin of every British. interest. It
ticularly apparent on the return of plan of German trade kings is to portations, and caused many thous
"The. law must be rigorously and is for anarchy
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and rebellion and the
Val eole, salesman of the Michelin impartially applied.
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was
here
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being preached movement is to enforce the law irre
through lack of funds that was a labor makes it possible for Germany ing the financial aspects of this com- calling on the Tire Hospital on West
throughout the country and unless spective of persons, class or caste,"
Rather to do this, and her purpose to direct mercial drive by Germany, places Second street.
matter of future benefit.
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campaign of unpre much importance upon the fact that
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the authorities wake up the fire will continues O'Dwyer.
than await such time, the American
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Local nimrods- report the arrival gain such control that it will be al
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world is plainly revealed by latest cuperating with better facilities for
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conspiracy Gandhi,
of wild duck in this part of Kansas. most impossible to subdue it.".
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expect and they hace a right to
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Ability of the German manufac- this severe form of German compe- Mr. and Mrs. Newman spent Friday cause of unrest in India at the pres- business. The Gandhis are out for
posts nnd their auxiliaries through
and tition, that Congress must act to pro evening at the O. P. Bookless home. ent moment and O'Dwyer denounces nothing but their own hand and the.
turers to dump
out the state.
Clyde, Carpenter has been sick for
undersell other competing nations is tect them from ruin. The effect of
him as a "scheming, revolutionary fa- - Indian merchat knows it."
seen in the fact that German work- German "dumping" in the United sever:. days.
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Britain" plans to protect certain "key" nence she held before the w;r.
Rev. Fooshee and wife visited at
family last Sunday.
has been staying with her .sister, Mrs.
Joseph S. Boggs, state highway en'
RAILROADS ARE CUTTING
Dan Wilking's Monday.
Geo. Bookies and wife spent Sat- Elsie Harrison for some time.
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Mrs. Leslie Hood was operated on
urday- night at Walter Scott's.
Mrs. Fern Fleming, Ruby and
statement that poor ronds cost the
John McAlister and family spent
Harrison took dinner at Delt last week. Her friends .hop for a
state $25,000,000 a year.
The fact that the Rock Island is Monday
Detective Burns, Probably World's
at Claude Carpenter's.
Harrison's Sunday. The E. A. Stroup speedy recovery.
The third finger of the left hand
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n
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COLUMBUS, Ohio, Feb.
which a dying person loses control.
According to this gentleman, who
Motor fire apparatus patented by erica's crime wave is a reaction from is in position to know, a lot of em- according
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to
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the
war,"
a Philadelphia inventor elevates
ployees were added during the gov- cage at the end of a tower from .1. Burns, head of the Burns Detective
ernment control whose duties were
whiph .streams of water can he di- - i Agency, New York City. Burns came
merely to create a multiplicity of red
rected or persons resrued from burn-- 1 to Columbus to spend a few days tape, yet who Jiad no active part in
with relatives, and this is the state- Ing buildings.
the work of the roads.
The Australian sheep dogs nre the mcnt he made when interviewed,
that not
While it was claimed
"This crime wave is manifest in
smallest in the world, but are quick
enough men could be secured to run
engaged
in
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One dog can do the all the countries thnt
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sent there forty-oning expense to discredit government
crime wave
"I think this
maintenance cost the Chelsea guarcontrol.
will continue through the winter.
dians more than $0,000.
Now that the roads are back in
"Thousands of men, displaced by
private
hands these men are being
Do You Know Him?
military service, the tenor of their
dispensed with, and his conclusion is
When a man can sit calmly with- ways disturbed, have resorted to
merely getting
out either blushing, grinning or crime as a means of gaining their that the roads are
help basis, the un- back to a pre-wclearing his throat, while the
living. We must bear with it. It has
employee being turned off
is introducing him, be may been thus since the time of the necessary
in the interest ""of economy.
yet be said to have poise;
Romans."
He is authority for the statement
no men are being laid off in the
that
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operating department for the reason
Each separate photograph on a
(Bv International New 8ervlee)
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In official circles it is thought that merely returning to a pre-wnified more than 63,000 times.
for
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a satisfactory solution of the question basis the laying off "of men cannot be
Deadly War Weapon
times'" but
will be reached despite the opposition contributed to "hard
of
to sell a fixed
Among the latest war terrors is a aroused by Germany.
merely conservative management.
submarine tank, perfected by the ' It is said that no German counter
for
is
French. It is able to crawl along proposals will be considered unless PERSHING TALKS ON
they are similar to the demands of
river and lake beds and suddenly
.
DISARMAMENT PROGRAM
pear in the midst of an enemy to the allies.
for
open fire with powerful guns.
German officials do not take kind- Veteran Soldier Says Unsafe to Disthem,
"months.
to
is
ly to the terms submitted
arm Uuless International AgreeICE FLOES DEMORALIZE
but it is thought thnt sufficient presment Reached
electrical systems in
SHIPPING IN N. Y. HARBOR sure can be brought to bear to comso
(By International Newa Service)
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WASHINGTON, Feb. 3. General
NEW YORK, Feb. 3. Traffic in mulated by the allied powers.
J." J.
Pershing yesterday appeared
New York harbor' was demoralized
Battery,
before the House naval affairs comyesterday when immense ice floes
FOR RENT
Machine-Pasted
in
his
rfhd
talk
mittee,
the course of
floated down from the north rivers.
"Dry-Charged- ."
before-sal- e
deterioDozens of small boats were sunk at
6120 acre cattle ranch in Beaver stated it'would be unwise and unsafe
county, Oklahoma, three miles from for America to disarm and internatheir moorings.
The ice field was the largest ever Knowles, on the Cimarron river. 600 tional agreement could be for limitof its life
sen here, ferries were delayed, ships acres in cultivation; good improve- ing armament.
were torn from their moorings and ments. Address
MARSHALL
M. SARGENT,
If you haoe trouble with your automobile battery and require rechargtraffic was completely paralyzed. .
IS AN ''EXPERT LOAFER"
ing or repairing, come to us at once and enjoy our Qolden Rule Servkt
..
Cathedral Apt. 500,
c
Wichita, Kansas
SUBMARINE WAS RAMMED
(By International Newa Service)
BUT BEACHED SAFELY
WASHINGTON, Feb. 3, Here is
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL NOTES
one man who announces himself as
&
(Br International News Service)
- WASHINGTON,
Feb. 3. The AmThe boys have been scanning our an "expert loafer" and it is
'
Marshall,
erican submarine L--l was rammed by building with an anxious eye to see
101
The
made this conthe pilqtboat Philadelphia near Cape it shimmie but so far it hasn't even
'
fession at the annual banquet of the
May yesterday evening. The engine made an attempt.
s
Monday Evening Club here:
room was flooded and the machinery
Miss Brink, addressing geography
damaged, but the vessel beached.
"I am the most expert loafer in
The commander reports the crew clas: "Do they raise much coal in America, and also preside oyer a body
FT
v
of experts."
Norway and Sweden?"
.
safe.

TION, WHICH WILL SET INDIA IN REVOLT
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power may
No
skillful repair.
matter what your
battery's make, bring in
Golden Rule Service.
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We don't have
batteries each
month; that's not the USL Policy. Often when a man
and wants to buy a new
thinks his battery
done
USL, we show him how he can save money. We repair
his battery and give him an adjustment guarantee
eight
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We are expert at keeping
tune they
important
will treat batteries
remember this.
We sell only the USL
which has long life
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